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*** LUNAR RETURN REPORT ***

    The Lunar Return is a monthly chart calculated for the time when the Moon returns to the exact position it
was in your natal chart. This happens every twenty-eight days; there are thirteen Lunar Returns in a year. These
charts mark the principal events of the month for which the return was produced.

    This report outlines possible events for that month and also gives some suggestions on how to deal with the
positive as well as negative planetary aspects.

    In some cases you will find contradictions; a planet may be beneficial in a certain area, while others may
indicate the opposite. This means that you could have two types of situations in the same month. For example: a
lover's quarrel and a following reconciliation. To get the most out of this report, it will be necessary to use your
own logic and intuition, fitting the descriptions outlined here to your own particular case.

    The objective of this report is to offer you a practical guide that helps you to analyze this month's
perspectives and to benefit from them using your free will. Note that the accuracy of these calculations depends
much on how precisely your hour of birth is known.

*** ASTROLOGICAL DATA OF BIRTH ***

Sun 17 Gem 15 Neptune 16 Sag 56
Moon 16 Can 05 Pluto 13 Lib 58
Mercury  9 Gem 50 Asc. 25 Tau 14
Venus 20 Can 43 MC  8 Aqu 54
Mars 26 Leo 55 2nd cusp 21 Gem 39
Jupiter 10 Can 42 3rd cusp 14 Can 44
Saturn 25 Leo 18 5th cusp  8 Vir 00
Uranus 13 Sco 04 6th cusp 14 Lib 45

Tropical  Placidus   Daylight Savings Time observed
8 June 1978   4:56 AM
GMT: 09:56:00   Time Zone: 6 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth: 30 N 05 09 94 W 06 06
Lunar Return for: Mobile, Alabama 30 N 41 39 88 W 02 35

Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction :  7 Deg 00 Min SemiSextile :  2 Deg 00 Min
Opposition :  6 Deg 00 Min SemiSquare :  2 Deg 00 Min
Square :  6 Deg 00 Min SesquiQuadrate :  2 Deg 00 Min
Trine :  6 Deg 00 Min Quincunx :  3 Deg 00 Min
Sextile :  4 Deg 00 Min
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LUNAR RETURN: 12 July 2018 at 2:31:30 PM

     Lunar Return Ascendant Scorpio :

    A month of change, transformation and emotional regeneration. Changes beyond your control could generate
tension and insecurity. You tend to be more aggressive and manipulative and your sexual drive may increase.
Financial aid is also possible.

     Asc in 6th natal house:

    Your occupational situation is emphasized. You may have the desire to produce more or to improve your
working conditions. Don't neglect your health this month, it would be a good time to start a diet.

     Lunar Return MC Leo :

    You are likely to be more ambitious and have a greater desire to have more and to get ahead in your
profession. A job offer or increase in salary could be possible.

    You tend to neglect your life at home which could bring irritation and disagreements with your family. A
good time to seek more independence or to rearrange your domestic life.

     MC in 4th natal house:

    The end of a professional stage and the beginning of a new one could be indicated. Your goals are influenced
by your family and intended to strengthen your position.

     Moon in 9th house:

    You tend to make far reaching plans now. Communication or negotiations with people in foreign countries
are possible.

    You may plan or take a trip abroad. Your consciousness and your emotions will be expanded. You may look
for new experiences in scientific as well as philosophical or metaphysical fields. There also could be greater
interest in religious and spiritual spheres. Meditating and praying is very favorable this month and you could
experience moments of inspiration and illumination.

Moon Conjunct Sun:

    Your sensibility will increase and your reactions tend to be a bit exaggerated. This month could bring new
experiences and you should be able to advance your initiatives and to attain success in your objectives. It is a
sentimental month with a need to strengthen your family ties.

Moon Opposition Pluto:

    This influence will last several months in which you will experience a transformation and liberation of your
inner world. During this time you will become aware of your repressed emotions of hatred or bitterness that are
still deep within yourself and necessary to release to reach greater happiness in the present.

    Your reactions could become violent or instinctive, or you may develop obsessive behaviors, trying to control
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or manipulate your loved ones. You may become involved in a passionate relationship or one that is conflicting.
There could be times of tension or sexual violence.

Moon Trine Jupiter:

    You will have a sense of well-being and contentment during this month. You tend to be in a positive state of
mind and feel optimistic, happy and generous. You will be lucky in things that you undertake. This luck will
mainly be due to your sincere and positive attitude. Your family atmosphere is likely to be very congenial and
harmonious.

Moon Trine Neptune:

    This influence will be in effect for several months and will bring you more in touch with your spiritual world.
Meditation and prayer would be very beneficial during this time. Your sensibility and degree of perception also
will increase and being very intuitive may bring some premonitions that come true.

    You are likely to have a compassionate and all embracing attitude toward others and your imagination and
your pleasures will be more refined. You tend to be more romantic and your relationships will be more
idealized or platonic. You are inclined to relate with more spiritually evolved people and find more inner
peace.

Lunar Return 9th cusp conjunct natal Jupiter:

    Your deeper devotional side will come more to the fore during this month. You tend to look for a better
approach to your inner God and your faith will be notable. You could develop philosophical and religious ideas
or those related to justice that will help you to understand your own reality better. You are likely to feel greater
satisfaction and peace with your inner life, and you will have the desire to increase you general knowledge.
Taking a trip during this month would make you very happy.

Lunar Return 12th cusp conjunct natal Pluto:

    You could turn violent or explosive because of the difficulties you may have to encounter during this month.
You have a strong desire to regenerate and change the conditions of your life, but feel limited to accomplish it.
The repression of your intentions could be dangerous and could bring explosions in the future. You have no
fear of enemies and are ready to respond with violence, if necessary.

Lunar Return Sun conjunct natal Venus:

    Intense romances are possible during this month. Your desire to enjoy yourself and to express your feelings
is emphasized.

Lunar Return Jupiter conjunct natal Uranus:

    The happiness and optimism of others tends to bring out your more rebellious and original nature. You have
the courage to show who you really are, and are likely to make your ideas or more fanciful attitudes known.
You may do this to amuse people around you, or simply because you feel that you can act with naturalness
when you are surrounded by happy and positive people.
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     Sun in 9th house:

    You have a great desire to surpass your own limits, mentally as well as physically. On one hand, you may
want to increase your knowledge and take up studies or intellectual activities that always were of interest to
you. On the other hand, you may want to take a trip abroad. During this month you could find many answer
about life. Meditating or attending religious services would be very beneficial.

     Mercury in 10th house:

    During this month you are likely to make plans to improve your status and may take up commercial studies,
courses or practical applications that will help you accomplish this. Communication with your superiors will
improve. Problems related to papers, procedures, documents or written materials could take up much of your
time, leaving you less time for other important aspects of your work.

     Venus in 10th house:

    Your occupational situation will be very favorable and you will be able to rely on the support of your
superiors. Your social circle will increase and you will have influential relationships that will help you in your
professional evolution. A good time to obtain honor, prestige and social position. Love also will be related to
your work. If you are involved with someone, he/she will help you to achieve your objective. If you are not
involved with anyone, you could fall in love with someone connected to your work. This position takes a public
view of your romantic life and could expose you to criticism, gossip or scandal.

     Mars in 3rd house:

    You will be attracted to debates and discussions at this time. There could be confrontations or fights with
your brothers and sisters or other relatives that are difficult to reconcile. Be careful on short trips, as accidents
or other problems could also be possible.

     Jupiter in 1st house:

    A very positive month. You will be optimistic and happy and have the desire to go beyond your current
limits. No matter how serious your problems, under this influence you tend to feel happy. You will have to
watch your diet, because there is a tendency to excesses with consequent increase in weight.

     Saturn in 2nd house:

    Try to be very careful with your investments, businesses and expenses during this period. There is a tendency
to suffer losses, delays in collections or difficulties in carrying out financial projects. A time of financial
insecurity during which you will learn the importance of saving and planning ahead.

     Uranus in 6th house:

    You probably feel stifled by your occupational routine and look for ways to liberate yourself. You tend to
rebel against your duties and schedules and may have problems with your superiors. There is a tendency to
changes of work or to modify your working conditions. A very stressful period.
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     Neptune in 5th house:

    You will be very romantic and dreamy during this month and tend to idealize the person you love. Love
during this time tends to be platonic. There is a possibility of confusion or deception in your romantic life. Your
expectations may not be fulfilled, or situations of infidelity could occur on your part or that of your partner.

     Pluto in 3rd house:

    There is a tendency to fight or to want to impose your opinions on others. The relationship with your brothers
and sisters, other relatives or neighbors could be tense or undergo deep changes. Taking a short trip may help
you to change your way of thinking.
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